Utility of Head CT in the setting of Non-traumatic
Altered Mental Status in the Emergency Department
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The Results/Progress to Date

Non-traumatic altered mental status (AMS) can account for up to 10% of all
emergency department (ED) visits;
A non contrast head CT is routinely ordered in the ED evaluation of nontraumatic AMS among a battery of other tests;
Many studies have previously shown the benefit of head CT in the setting of
traumatic AMS, however, little data is available to assess whether a head CT is
of real benefit to the ED clinician in evaluating non-traumatic AMS;
Appropriate CT Utilization is important to reduce radiation exposure to patients
and the help contain health care costs.
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Is Head CT appropriately utilized in nontraumatic AMS?
Are there any clinical variables that may help more appropriately screen patients
with nontraumatic AMS for Head CT?
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Retrospective review chart review from 1/1/09-4/15/09 for patients evaluated in
the ED for non-traumatic AMS who underwent noncontrast head CT;
Subjects identified by final approved report word search for AMS, confusion,
delirium, intoxication;
Exclusion criteria: patients with non diagnostic head CTs, outside imaging, history
of trauma, medical charts unavailable for review;
Calculation of positive yield (percentage of acute abnormal head CTs) based on
final radiology reports;
Clinical significance of positive head CTs was determined by evaluating clinical
discharge summaries for each patient;
Calculation of NPV/PPV of certain clinical parameters (fever, UA, glucose level,
WBC, neurological symptoms)
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9/110 (8%) head CTs had acute abnormality;
5 of these 9 (55%) were felt to be clinically significant, lowering effective diagnostic
yield to ~5%, suggesting utilization may not be indicated;
No significant PPV of clinical variables exists, therefore unable to identify which
studies more likely to be positive prior to testing
Subset of patient population with fever & WBC, positive UA or abnormal glycemic
status not on anticoagulation (34% of all non-traumatic AMS cases) resulted in a
NPV of 97% (100% excluding clinically insignificant acute CT abnormalities).

Next Steps/What Should Happen Next
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Increasing sample size to further evaluate positive/negative predictive value of
variables;
Prospective study with clinical pre-test likelihood and evaluating variables thought to
be associated with negative head CT;
Formal cost-benefit analysis of decreased utilization by identifying those patients
with a high negative pre-test probability;
Evaluate potential change in ED patient throughput, economic impact to health care
expenditures, and reduction in patient and population radiation exposure.
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